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The Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) Grid middleware including its Computing Service AREX was designed almost 10 years ago, and has proved to be an attractive distributed computing
solution. Historically ARC was using proprietary interfaces for managing computational jobs
on remote clusters. With time as coverage of various Grid middlewares expanded interoperability became important. Few attempts have been made to address this issue. One of them was
adoption of OGSA Basic Execution Service (BES) standard. Unfortunately it proved to be not
covering enough functionality for production use. Various implementations provided by different
Grid middlewares - including ARC - solve that problem by implementing different proprietary
extensions hence breaking idea of compatibility. Recent development of EMI Execution Service
interface (EMI-ES) specifications produced much richer and almost production-ready definition
which takes into account requirements of 3 participating middlewares - gLite, Unicore and ARC.
To prove its usability and to test its completeness and interoperability capabilities it is important to
provide few implementations. This paper represents the implementation of the EMI-ES interface
made in the A-REX service.
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1. Introduction

2. Description of interface
This new interface was called EMI Execution Service (EMI-ES) [12] and defines non-strict
super-set of functionalities from production versions of all participating middlewares. The distinctive features of new interface - especially if compared to the BES - are:
• Quick development cycle tied to development of EMI components allows for almost immediate response to needs of participating middlewares.
• Integrated support for data pre-staging and post-staging with flexible control for staging options. Staging of specific data is conditional depending on job request and outcome of computational job.
• Support for delegation of client credentials to service closely linked to data staging functionality. It allows for different delegated credentials to be assigned to different input and output
data.
• To accommodate for various implementations of job processing life-cycle EMI-ES defines
only basic job state cycle. And states related to supported functionalities - data staging, fail2
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Historically not so many efforts for standardizing computational job control interfaces can be
identified in Grid community. Both Local Resource Management Systems and their Grid layers
are mostly adopting proprietary solution. And although the tendency in Grid world is to use Web
Service technology that still only provides communication layer leaving semantics incompatible.
The most notable effort to provide true standard among Grid computing services is OGSA
Basic Execution Service (BES)[2] and corresponding job description language JSDL[3]. This standard was adopted by multiple Grid middlewares. Among them UNICORE[4], ARC[5], gLite[6],
etc. But interoperability tests show only very basic functionality achieved between different implementations. The OGSA BES provides only very basic functionality and its extensions being
developed by various groups simultaneously are tuned for different aims and overlap. Also standards development procedure is usually slow and not consistent with much quicker life-cycle of
production middleware.
The plethora of non-compatible interfaces is driving development of client applications and
frameworks capable to communicate using multiple interfaces. Among those CondorG [7] can be
mentioned as one of oldest. ARC also provides set of client side plug-ins for communication with
2 own proprietary interfaces, OGSA BES-enabled[8] CREAM[9] service of gLite and UNICORE
atomic services[14].
This complex situation raised effort backed by 3 middlewares within European Middleware
Initiative project[10] to develop common interface with rich enough capabilities, flexible and with
fast development cycle. The EMI is a project developing a software platform for high performance
distributed computing. The EMI Grid middleware is used by scientific research communities and
distributed computing infrastructures all over the world including the Worldwide LHC Computing
Grid[11]. The EMI-ES is one of its core activities.
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Figure 1: Architecture of ARC client

ure reason, etc. - are represented by state modifiers which are only loosely coupled to specific
states. This allows for greater flexibility in how and at which state specific functionalities are
implemented.

3. Implementation
The EMI provides three implementations of computing services offering different set of features and suited for different purposes - A-REX, CREAM[13] and UNICORE/X[14]. All three are
implementing EMI-ES interfaces as part of their EMI participation.
The ARC middleware implements EMI-ES interface both at client and service side. The client
part of ARC is a library - called ARC client library - implemented in C++ with a set of dynamically
loadable plug-ins each representing specific module for communicating with computing service,
indexing service or processing job request language. This modular design allows for seamless
addition of new interfaces and functionalities. For describing computational job internally ARC
uses structures initially based on JSDL and later significantly extended. The OGF[1] standard
GLUE2[15] model is a base for representing computational services internally. Significantly extended from their prototypes, those structures are able to express wide range of applications. This
coincides well with EMI-ES interface because it also chooses GLUE2 for representing service
capabilities.
The figure 1 shows currently available set of modules implemented for the ARC client library.
3 additional modules were designed as part of EMI-ES implementation - EMI job description language (EMI ADL) handling module, EMI-ES computational job control module and EMI-ES service information query module. Also for discovering EMI-ES service as part of Grid infrastructure
service discovery module which can talk to new EMI Registry service EMIR[16] was also imple3
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mented as part of the library. In this way ARC client library provides full solution for handling
computational activities within Grid infrastructure based only on common agreed EMI interfaces.
On service side ARC implements EMI-ES interface as part of A-REX service. The ARC
Computing Service A-REX[17] also has modular design. Different parts of functionality are split
over multiple modules as seen on figure 2. Communication part is handled by WS framework of
ARC with job processing implemented as separate module known as Grid Manager. Data staging is
done in another reusable module which provides balanced data download/upload functionality[18].
And credentials delegation is implemented as a dedicated library of C++ classes which provides
bridge between communication and job control modules. Such separation makes implementation
of new interface relatively simple task. It also allows to have multiple same and different kinds
of interfaces active simultaneously. That makes it possible even to deploy experimental interfaces
on production systems hence providing possibility to test new interface in real production environment.
Currently neither the client nor the service parts provide full EMI-ES implementation. Missing functionality is mostly related to a way A-REX processes jobs internally. There is not so much
of it - most notable are multiple prologues and epilogues for executable application and compatible
multi-node request support. However some of the EMI-ES specs triggered implementation of new
features in A-REX hence enhancing its usefulness. During the implementation process the EMIES specification was identified as covering most of the use cases of ARC middleware. Whether
4
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the non-covered functionality is really used in production environment and how it could be implemented in EMI-ES functionality is still to be determined and may become subject for future
development of EMI-ES specifications. For purpose of better understanding capabilities and shortcomings of EMI-ES in production environment, ARC community is planning to promote EMI-ES
interface to be enabled on sites using ARC middleware.

4. Interoperability

5. Status and Conclusion
The implementation of new EMI-ES interface in ARC shows promising results as in some
fields it covers even broader functionality than was available before.
Preliminary interoperability tests run between different implementations of EMI-ES client and
service show that basic functionality is properly covered by specifications. But interconnection
between interfaces constituting service and way service describes itself through GLUE2 model
still are undefined. In case of ARC that means that although each plugin implementing part of
EMI-ES is capable to communicate to other implementations the whole set failed to perform.
That should drive further development of EMI-ES specifications to cover issues discovered
during interoperability tests.
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The first interoperability tests showed promising results although not full interoperability was
immediately achieved. Besides few technical mistakes in interpreting EMI-ES specifications also
more serious shortcomings were revealed. The most important of them is weak definition of service
representation in GLUE2 model. That makes impossible for automated tools to properly discover
and use EMI-ES services and made interoperability tests a manual work.
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